03/01/2018

Mail – stevebinch@hotmail.com

Re: Denial.
Low Newbiggin Estate <holidays@lownewbiggin.co.uk>
Tue 21/11/2017 10:51
To: Louise

(Retail Legal) Paterson <LouisePaterson@lloydsbanking.com>;

Cc:holidays@lownewbiggin.c.uk

<holidays@lownewbiggin.c.uk>;

Dear Louise
We have now gone to Russia Today with our Story
Regards
Paul

On 20 Nov 2017, at 17:01, Low Newbiggin Estate <holidays@lownewbiggin.co.uk> wrote:

Dear Louise
I have just spoken with Lindsey Caddy at Eversheds Sutherlands. I contacted the
Mortgage enforcement unit, who rather disappointingly put me through to
Lyndsey without any warning or notice of what they were doing?
Lyndsey on record, stated that you have refused our Promissory note as payment
because “if it was acceptable everyone would be doing it”…..absolutely bloody
hilarious. Someone at the bank should at least tell Lyndsey that printing money
out of thin air is the ingenious methodology that has kept the fractional fiat
banking system in the air for the last 146 years.
During the taped telephone conversation Lyndsey sated that you have not
accepted the payment as they believe that we got the information off an internet
forum. Now why on earth would she think that? Have the bank or one of its
contractors or partners being tracking our web activity an or emails. If they have
they should also know that our information and documentation is 100%
professional, legal and correct.
Lyndsey went on to confirm that the bank has not returned our Promissory notes
because they don’t have to. Lyndsey went on to say “they have to give a reason".
Lyndsey Caddy is sadly being misinformed.
Further under the Data Protection ACT (DPA) 1998, the bank has failed to meets
its obligations to provide details requested in our Subject access request, and
disclose FULL details of documentation and communications linked to our alleged
Mortgage and you unlawful and illegitimate claims against Charlotte and me.
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Again we are not seeking to cause unnecessary difficulties for the bank but we will
assert and protect our lawful rights by whatever means possible, so if now is the
time to disclose the deal with Canada then just say the word and we will be make
ourselves available.
Regards
Paul
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